Brand Foundation
Brand Positioning Statement
AXOR is a design brand for luxurious bathrooms and kitchens.
We are global trendsetters when it comes to creating avantgarde,
technologically superior design objects.
Our exceptional collections are the ultimate in elegant design.
Developed in close cooperation with internationally renowned
designers. Geared towards aesthetically and prestige-conscious
customers in the upper and premium market segment who seek
inspiration without compromises.
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Brand Values
Individualization
Perfection
Avant-gardism

INDVIDUALIZATION

True individuality is a kind of perfection, nothing to add or remove. From the designer’s original concept to the customer’s desired finish, our products
exist to facilitate its expression.
Individualization is one of the brand values for 25 years. The first AXOR claim in 1993 was: AXOR – personalize your bathroom.
AXOR as a brand offers three levels of individualization:
/ AXOR collections with their different styles (broadth of the assortment) with various products for wash basin, shower and bath tub (depth of the
assortment) offer more than 2,000 single
products in Chrom.
/ In addition these 2,000 products are available in the 15 AXOR FinishPlus surfaces.
/ Finally AXOR products can be individualized by the service of AXOR Signature by adapting lengths and printing personal labels as well as bringing
natural material on a faucet.

PERFECTION
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Perfection is our ideal. It drives us. Guides us. Inspires us. We pursue it without compromise. Some say it is unattainable, but we will not be deterred.
Nobody's perfect. But we strive for perfection in product design and in the realization and production, without compromises.

AVANT-GARDISM

We are pathbreakers, trailblazers, pioneers. We work at the cutting edge. In our research, development, design and production, we show the way to
the future.
With projects like the AXOR WaterDream we go across borders and try out things which are unusual for a brand in the sanitary business. We develop
products which are trendsetting
in our business like e.g. AXOR Starck or AXOR MyEdition. And we work together with the world‘s best designers. They support us with their
international expertise and help us to create
a broad variety of styles. Let‘s use them as AXOR ambassadors.
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Target Audience
The people we want to get excited about AXOR strive to be
AUTHENTIC, DIFFERENT and MORE.

AUTHENTIC

Connoisseurs of our brand want to be AUTHENTIC;
they want to surround themselves with legendary objects
whose stories fascinate them.

DIFFERENT
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Others want to be DIFFERENT; they want to distance themselves from the mainstream.

MORE
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People not able to actually afford AXOR products, strive to be MORE
(our communication does not focus on these individuals; instead, they are taken “along for the ride”).

AXOR is a luxury brand, AXOR is not for everyone.
All communication materials Focus on the same, narrowly defined target audience.
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AXOR Logo

The AXOR logo is the foundation of the brand image.
It is concise and clear, exemplifying the strength of the brand.

Origin

The cornerstone of the logo is formed by an element from the product itself – the cross handle.
This
forms the basis for the X and the O in the word mark.

Space

The logo is always surrounded by a minimum amount of empty space.
No other graphic elements may be placed in this area. The minimum
empty space on all sides corresponds to 1.5 x the capital letter height.

Variations

There are two logo variations for different sized applications:
“AXOR_Logo_up_to_DIN_A4” and “AXOR_Logo_larger_than_DIN_A4”
The logo files provided already include the defined empty space around the logo.
The difference is in the small gaps in the X and R. These are optimised for
smaller or larger represenations. The correct file must be used depending on
the size of the application.

Opportunities

The logo can be black, or inverted in white on a monochromatic colour field.
If a picture provides a monochromatic field, the logo may be placed on a photo
(e. g. black-on-black photography or area atmosphere).
If the background is not a single colour, no logo may be placed directly on it.

Don'ts

Starting now, the AXOR logo is no longer used in silver. It may not be rasterised, and may not
be
used in a colour other than black or white. The AXOR logo may not be distorted in any direction.

Download
Version Description Format

Download

AXOR Claim
Our claim condenses the AXOR attitude to a single sentence. All of our Actions
are based on its principle. Therefore, we use this claim across all of our marketing tools.
It is always written in English and may not be translated into other languages.

Everything that AXOR does follows perfection. Every new product embodies an independent and
original concept and has a clearly identifiable reason for its existence. By striving to create unique
products and to be genuinely innovative, we ensure that the AXOR brand is charismatic and reliable.
AXOR does not regard itself as a brand that was established in 1993. Instead, it follows the principle
of an avant-garde movement that began in 1896: Form Follows Function. But we do not comprehend
Form Follows Function from a historical perspective. We understand it as an approach to life and
as an incentive. Tradition does not mean preserving the ashes, but rather carrying the flame forward.
Form Follows Function expresses our uncompromising intention.
FORM FOLLOWS PERFECTION defines the ultimate:
AXOR represents the best in design and technology – in perfection.

DEFINED WRITING STYLE
Always in capital letters
for working with fonts, see section »Applications«

Usage:
e. g. title (see p. 46)

ALTERNATIVE WRITING STYLE
Two lines, break after »FOLLOWS«
always in capital letters

Usage:
e. g. ads (see p. 64 ff.)
banners (see p. 67)
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In general the claim should be isolated; this means is is never directly above or below the logo.
When it is used as a headline, or when the availabel space and the medium require, atwo-line typography can be used.

WRITING STYLE IN COPY TEXT
Mixed writing style in capital letters and lowercase letters
For working with fonts, see section »Applications«

Delimitation highlighting through quotation marks (» «) or
punctuation possible

Usage:
e. g. copy in brand texts (see p. 42)

WRITING STYLE WITH AXOR
Always in capital letters
for working with fonts, see section »Applications«
Usage:
e. g. PR Text

If the claim is used in a text or tool without a logo, then AXOR is also added, separated by a full stop.
Individual words are never split up. A break can only be inserted after »Follows«.
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AXOR Typography
The typography places AXOR in the correct guise and represents the brand appropriately to the outside world.

FONT
Futura TOT Light
Font colour black
Usage:
e.g. office supplies (such as letterhead),
literature consepts and advertising materials

The AXOR brand, like the Futura font, developed by Paul Renner in 1927, is based on reliability and an uncompromising approach.
It is – like the AXOR brand itself – trend-setting. Our typography is a timeless mirror image of AXOR. No aesthetic ligatures are used
(only orthographic).

FONT
Futura TOT Light
Font colour white
Outline colour white, outline thickness 0.03pt
Usage:
e.g. office supplies (such as business cards, compliment cards), print
media (such as catalogues) and advertising materials

The font can be placed on either white or black. If the font is placed on a black background,
it should be provided with a 0.03 pt. outline
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FONT
Arial Regular
Font colour black
Usage:
PowerPoint,
copy text in letters

Futura TOT Light is replaced by the system font Arial for MS Office applications,
such as PowerPoint presentations. No aesthetic ligatures are used (only orthographic).

FONT
Arial Regular
Font clolour white
Usage:
PowerPoint

If Arial is set against a black background, a white font colour must be selected.
In contrast to Futura TOT Light, no outline is used here.

SEPARATORS
Fraction slash (Unicode 2044)
Mac: Keyboard shortcut alt+i
PC:Keyboard combination 2044 alt+c
Usage:
For grouping information, e.g. in addresses

SEPARATORS
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Solidus (Unicode 002F) and
division slash (Unicode 2215) are not used

Only fraction slashes are to be used as separators. Two spaces are inserted before and after this character

FONT
Fraction slash (Unicode 2044)
Mac: Keyboard shortcut alt+i
PC: Keyboard combination 2044 alt+c
Usage:
For lists
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AXOR Colour Scheme
The AXOR colour scheme reflects the style of a luxury brand. It conveys intrinsic value and is derived from AXOR products.

Black and white are the AXOR brand colours. They are used in all advertising materials.
Gold, red gold, silver, bronze and nickel are accent colours that can appropriately
reflect the luxuriousness of the brand. They are used in an understated manner,
preferably as Pantone spot colours in print media.

HIGHLY PIGMENTED BLACK

WHITE

GOLD Pantone 871 C
CMYK: C37/M42/Y67/K26
RGB: R146/G134/B87
Usage: Bathroom

REDGOLD Pantone 8022 C
CMYK: C7/M32/Y42/K26
RGB: R155/G124/B101
Usage: Kitchen

SILVER Pantone 877C
CMYK: C0/M0/Y0/K60
RGB: R148/G150/B151
Usage: Collection Level

BRONZE Pantone 875 C
CMYK: C6/M20/Y40/K23
RGB: R134/G113/B89
Usage: Newcomers

NICKEL Pantone 8381 C
CMYK: C15/M17/Y32/K23
RGB: R155/G153/B129
Usage: tbd
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AXOR Image Portfolio
The AXOR visual world stages products perfectly. It is a fixed component of the visual
expression of AXOR. It is independent and recognisable. Every photo pursues the aspiration
“Form Follows Perfection”: in architecture, interior design, styling, photography and lighting.

1 Focus Image
2 Black-on-Black Image
3 Beauty Shot
4 Vignette Shot
5 Detail in Atmosphere
6 Close - Up
7 Documentary Image
8 References
9 Packshot
10 360° - Rendering
Guidelines for Architecture
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1 Focus Image
IMAGE LEVEL
Usage:
Campaigns (print, online, film)

The focus image is the guiding image for the collection or programme. It centres the key product
and its statement. The architecture provides a stage for the production. Product design is the
source of inspiration for the architectural planning. That means the product design is represented
within the room (e. g. through stucco as in the image above for the AXOR Montreux washbasin tap).
The beauty of our products is underscored with focused, directed lighting. Contrast is created
between the exclusive materials and textures used in the image.

No styling is used. The focus image never shows water. Exception: when there is a focus on water.
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2 Black-on-Black Image
IMAGE LEVEL
Usage:
Title pages, exhibition booth walls,
banners, etc.

INSPIRATION AND
INFORMATION LEVEL
Usage:
Interior pages of catalogues, brochures,
mailing materials, website collection pages,
product / collection films

The black-on-black image displays our brand‘s design competence. It focuses on the stylistic
expression and perfect quality of our fittings. The black-on-black image stages defined key products.
Focused, directed lighting accentuates the contours and design highlights of the product.

No styling is used. The black-on-black image never shows water.
Exception: when there is a focus on water.
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3 Beauty Shot
INSPIRATION AND
INFORMATION LEVEL
Usage:
Interior pages of catalogues, brochures,
mailing materials, website collection pages,
product / collection films, e-commerce

The beauty shot focuses on the design and function of the product. Besides the product DNA,
it accentuates the product highlights and special functional features. The beauty shot is a
high-quality product image on a white background. It always includes a mirror image or a shadow.

No styling is used. The beauty shot never shows water. Exception: when there is a focus on water.
Only a piece of the product can be shown, as long as no central product information is cut out.
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4 Vignette Shot
INSPIRATION AND
INFORMATION LEVEL
Usage:
Interior pages of catalogues, brochures,
mailing materials, website collection pages,
product / collection films, e-commerce

The vignette shot shows defined products in their different areas of application. This may be the
bathroom or the kitchen. The image is based on a clear, extremely excessive staging of the product design.
There is little view of the surrounding space, meaning a complete bathroom or kitchen is never shown.
The architecture is defined by the product design, and transmits the visual language of the object in
the space minimalistically (see p. 39). Each area atmosphere is planned and thought through separately.

No styling is used. The area atmosphere can be shown with water, depending on the application.
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5 Detail in Atmosphere
INSPIRATION AND
INFORMATION LEVEL
Usage:
Interior pages of catalogues, brochures,
mailing materials, website collection pages,
product / collection films, e-commerce

For detailed shots in atmosphere, the focus is on the product in its architectural environment.
Design and function follow one another. Three-dimensionality is created through materials or
through water, which are reflected in the product.

No styling is used.
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6 Close - Up
INSPIRATION AND
INFORMATION LEVEL
Usage:
Interior pages of catalogues, brochures,
mailing materials, website collection pages,
product / collection films, e-commerce

The goal of a close-up image is to highlight the product design in detail and to represent the
product in a lively, exciting and emotional way. It appeals to the viewer’s senses. Therefore,
the focus is on form, material and precision.

No styling is used. The close-up is never shown with water.
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7 Documentary Image
INSPIRATION AND
INFORMATION LEVEL
Usage:
Interior catalogue pages, website

The documentary image conveys the background story of how the
product came to be,
and transmits our brand values. The product is not in the foreground, but
can instead be part
of the staging. Reporting images give readers a glimpse behind the
scenes – for example,
by showing how AXOR surface finishes are produced.

The human element is noticeable and sometimes visible in the image.
However, no faces are shown.
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8 References
INS PIRATION AND
INFORMATION LEVEL
Usage:
Interior catalogue pages, brochures, website

Reference images show AXOR products in real spaces. The images and location
correspond to AXOR style guide rules. The location, as well as the bathroom or
kitchen, must live up to the brand values of AXOR: the location is extraordinary –
it is “the ultimate”. High-quality materials and unusual architecture are a requirement.
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9 Packshot
INFORMATION LEVEL
Usage:
Product overview pages in brochures and
on the web, price lists, e-commerce

Packshots serve purely to provide product information. All products are shown in
a uniform perspective: A 45 ° angle serves as a guideline for aligning the product.
No additional elements such as styling, mirroring or shadows are used.
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Why a Brand Language ?
AXOR distinguishes itself with a clear and coherent style. We have a vision, a mission, and a unique set of values. The main pillars of our brand
identity are our brand language and corporate design. They are what make us recognisable, anywhere in the world. Brand language infuses our
communications with an unmistakable tone of voice, while corporate design gives our brand a consistent visual appearance.

The AXOR brand language possesses a unique DNA. It informs the design of our writing at every level:

Brand copywriting
Collection texts
Product texts
Campaign copywriting
PR materials
Preference texts
Sales materials
Assembly instructions
Etc.
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Our claim
The AXOR claim captures the essence of our brand. In a single statement, it summarises our entire philosophy. It answers the fundamental question:
what does the AXOR brand stand for?

AXOR is a luxury brand. The ne plus ultra. This principle guides our corporate language.

The AXOR claim is:

How the claim is used:
The claim is used decisively in high-level brand communications:
as the title of a brochure
as the headline of a brand advertisement
in brand displays at trade fairs
in body text
in other media that communicate the essence of our brand

Note: Our claim is always written in English. It is never translated into other languages.
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Tonality
AXOR is not for everyone, nor does the brand speak to everyone. This truth is readily apparent. In every piece of text. And every image. Across our
entire communications.

Our style of writing reflects the character of the AXOR brand. It suggests clarity, strength and radical thinking.

Self-confident, without being pretentious
Straight lines and clarity
Intelligent and to the point
Inspiring and graphic
Passionate

not arrogant or aloof

not floral or playful
not poetic, not excessive

not sales-focused and not descriptive

not matter-of-factly

These attributes define the tonality and the manner in which AXOR appeals to its audience.
At every touchpoint. Always.

FORM FOLLOWS
PERFECTION

____________________ BRANDTEXT LONG

Form Follows Perfection. This phrase represents AXOR. Perfection in all dimensions.
In design. In technology. In every innovation. In every detail.

Form Follows Perfection is rooted in a strong principle: Form Follows Function.
Three words that change how we think, create and produce.
Created by the American architect Louis Sullivan in 1896, it subsequently sparked a controversy.
First in architecture. Then in product design. No form and no function can be considered in isolation.
Nature’s law proofs the design always follows its purpose.

Nevertheless: Form Follows Function is not enough. AXOR is all about achievement in perfection.
Not ending the developmental process until there‘s nothing left to be added or removed. Until
the product is more than the combination of form and function. Until it is perfection for AXOR.
In design, in technology, in every innovation, and in every detail. AXOR is more than just a part
of the Avantgarde. AXOR is the ultimate. With this aspiration in mind, we develop, design and
produce taps, showers and accessories. For bathrooms and kitchens.
With the world’s best designers. Full of pioneering innovations. In perfection.

Form Follows Function is not enough. What distinguishes AXOR is greater.
AXOR is all about achievement in perfection.
Not ending the developmental process until there’s nothing left to be added or removed.
Until the product is more than the combination of form and function. Until it is perfection for AXOR.

AXOR is more than just part of the Avantgarde. AXOR is the ultimate.
With this aspiration in mind, we develop, design and produce taps, showers and accessories.
For bathrooms and kitchens. With the world’s best designers. Full of pioneering innovations.
Without compromises. In perfection.
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FORM FOLLOWS
PERFECTION

____________________ BRANDTEXT SHORT

One short sentence brings about a change in the way we think, create and produce: Form Follows Function.
It is a principle that equates to a revolution. No form and no function can be considered in isolation.
What distinguishes AXOR is greater. AXOR is all about achievement in perfection.
Not ending the developmental process until there’s nothing left to be added or removed.
Until the product is more than the combination of form and function. We follow these standard in the development,
design and production of taps, showers and accessories. For bathrooms and kitchens. With the world´s best designers.
Full of pioneering innovations. Without compromises. In perfection.
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Brand Level
a. Brand text – long version
Form Follows Perfection. This phrase represents AXOR. Perfection in all dimensions. In design. In technology. In every innovation. In every detail.

Form Follows Perfection is rooted in a strong principle: Form Follows Function. Three words that change how we think, create and produce.Created
by the American architect Louis Sullivan in 1896, it subsequently sparked a controversy. First in architecture. Then in product design. No form and no
function can be considered in isolation. Nature’s law proofs the design of objects always follows its purpose.

Form Follows Function is not enough. What distinguishes AXOR is greater. AXOR is all about achievement in perfection. Not ending the
developmental process until there’s nothing left to be added or removed. Until the product is more than the combination of form and function. Until it is
perfection for AXOR.

AXOR is more than just part of the Avantgarde. AXOR is the ultimate. With this aspiration in mind, we develop, design and produce taps, showers and
accessories. For bathrooms and kitchens. With the world’s most renowned designers. Without compromises in quality. Full of pioneering innovations.
In perfection.

How this text is used:
The long brand text conveys the essence of our brand and the thinking behind our claim. We use this text when telling our story for the first time.

Internal training (intensive brand education)
Trade fairs and corporate videos
Catalogue (brand section)
AXOR website (brand section)

b. Brand text – short version
Form Follows Perfection. AXOR.

One short sentence brings about a change in the way we think, create and produce: Form Follows Function. It is a principle that equates to a
revolution. No form and no function can be considered in isolation. What distinguishes AXOR is greater. AXOR is all about achievement in perfection.
Not ending the developmental process until there’s nothing left to be added or removed. Until the product is more than the combination of form and
function. We follow these standard in the development, design and production of taps, showers and accessories. For bathrooms and kitchens. With
the world´s most renowned designers. Full of pioneering innovations. In perfection.

How this text is used:
The short brand text brings the essence of our brand into sharp focus. We use this text for audiences already familiar with AXOR and what we stand
for.

Communication with third parties (e.g. background information for suppliers and partners)
Reminders of all kinds
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c. Boilerplate
AXOR develops, constructs and produces taps, showerheads and accessories for luxurious bathrooms and kitchens to perfection. At the highest
aesthetic and technological levels, avantgarde, one-of-a-kind pieces and collections are created. Some of them are considered classics of bathroom
design to this day. Collectively they embody the claim „Form Follows Perfection“: not ending the developmental process until nothing more can be
added or removed. Pace-setting design objects have been developed with this recipe for more than twenty years with world-renowned designers,
among them Philippe Starck, Antonio Citterio, Jean-Marie Massaud and Patricia Urquiola. AXOR is a brand of the Hansgrohe Group.

How this text is used:
As the standard text at the end of press releases.
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Collection Level
AXOR Montreux
Authenticity. In Perfection.

The turn-of-the-century epoch. Symbolising a new departure, technical progress. A wealth of culture. Immortalised in the grand hotels of Europe. And
in Montreux, the legendary spa resort at Lake Geneva. The AXOR Montreux collection is steeped in this same tradition. Mixers, showers and
accessories – in the design of the first ever industrially manufactured bathroom fixtures. Classic low-spout or modern highspout design. In combination
with outstanding technology and functionality.
With no compromises. In perfection.

Design: Phoenix Design

How this text is used:
As the introduction to a collective brochure
As the introduction to an online collection
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Product Level
Highlights of the collection:

The evolution of industrial design: from classic cross handle to modern lever handle. With the elegant form of the turn-of-the-century models. Pieced
together from individual elements. Finished in perfection.

One handle, two versions. Both comfortable to use. Ergonomic perfection.

Modern interpretation: the three-hole mixer with high spout and lever handles. Unfailingly classical, the variants with low spout and cross handles.

Washbasin:
Single-lever washbasin mixer 170, without pull-rod
Two-handle washbasin mixer 80, with pop-up waste set
(...)

Shower:
Hand shower module 12 x 12, flush-mounted
(...)

Bath:
Single-lever bath mixer, floor-mounted
(...)

Accessories:
double-armed towel holder
(...)

Innovative technologies:
Equipped with energy-saving CoolStart technology. With the handle in neutral position, cold water flows automatically.
(...)
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Do's
Short, concise sentences. No need to write complete sentences.
Fragments are acceptable.
Example:

Right:

For bathrooms and kitchens. In collaboration with the best designers in the world. Ground-breaking innovations. With no compromises. In perfection.

Wrong:

Working with the most renowned designers in the world, we develop ground-breaking innovations and remain committed to perfection.

Use concise words and phrases; avoid long-winded constructions (except
for technical terms)
Example:

Right:

The evolution of industrial design: from the classic cross handle to the modern lever. Formal, in the style of the early 20th century.

Wrong:

The graceful, simple cross handles of this mixer are reminiscent of the Italian architectural style of the 1930s. And they lend the bathroom a certain
timeless elegance.

Emotional storytelling at the collection level; facts at the product level
Example:

Emotion at the collection level:
Right:

Symmetry and clarity. These are the principles that guide AXOR Starck.

Wrong:

The AXOR Starck collection focuses on the fundamentals.

Facts at the product level:
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Right:

The AXOR Montreux collection features low spouts and two-handle washbasins.

Wrong:

The low spouts and two-handle washbasins accentuate the elegance of the classic AXOR Montreux collection.

Washbasin:
Right:

Single-lever washbasin mixer 170, without pull-rod
Two-handle washbasin mixer 80, with pop-up waste set

Wrong:

Organic, sculptured single-lever washbasin 170 without pull-rod

Showers:
Right:

Showerhead module 12 x 12, flush-mounted

Wrong:

The elegant, simple showerhead module for an easy-to-install flush-mounted fitting.

Don’t be afraid to cut it down. If there’s nothing to say, say nothing.
Example:

Right:

AXOR Citterio E bathroom mixers. Rim-mounted or floor-mounted.

Wrong:

Both the four-hole mixer and floor-mounted thermostat lend the bathtub an air of unmistakable luxury and elegance.

Use metaphor and mental imagery. Language inspired by design.
Example:
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Right:

The cosmetics box resembles a pebble; the towel holder a tree branch. The accessories of the AXOR Massaud Collection take their cues from the
natural world.

Wrong:

Design inspired by nature – from the mixer to the towel holder.

Use verbs instead of nouns
Example:

Right:

True to our pedigree, we design and create mixers, showers and accessories.

Wrong:

AXOR stands for the design and creation of mixers, showerheads and accessories.

Create stories from the craftsperson’s perspective.
Example:

Right:

Washing your hands under a waterfall. A feeling that’s hard to capture. One the researchers and engineers at AXOR Spray Lab have spent years
developing. They kept at it, constantly refining the technology. Until an even, unbroken stream of water flowed from the mixer. Broad. Steady. Precise.
The major challenge: getting water to flow smoothly through the head of the mixer. The solution: precision craftsmanship in a confined space.
Miniature bridge piers and stabilisation rims limit the flow speed while dividing the water into parallel streams. Pure, free-flowing perfection.

Wrong:

Behind the free-flowing stream lies technology that actually saves water.

Where appropriate, use technical terms and uncommon language.
Interlace your writing with emotive words.
Exaples:

“archetype” instead of “typical design”
“eclectic” instead of “diverse”
“belle époque” instead of “the good old days”
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Don'ts
When writing in other languages, do not use the formal second person
pronoun, e.g. Sie in German or su in Spanish.
Avoid explicit calls to action, except where the communication is directed to a specific person (e.g. personalised invitations, letters, etc.)

Examples:

Right:

AXOR product updates and collections at a glance: axor-design.com

Wrong:

Discover the later AXOR product updates and collections for yourself at axor-design.com

Don’t water down your writing with weak subjunctive forms. Avoid vague
words such as “could” and “should”.
Examples:

Right:
Installation of the thermostat module: with escutcheon or disc

Wrong:
The thermostat module can be installed with escutcheon or disc

A few more tips for maintaining flawless corporate language

Avoid passive constructions with no verbs. Don’t use multi-clause
sentences to list product features and benefits.
Examples:

The water stream emitted by the elegant, minimalist showerhead, uncommon in form, with concentrated water flow and smooth handle function, is
controlled via a simplified turning and pushing mechanism.

No filler words
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Example:
also
somewhat
just
quite
pretty
generally
a bit
an the whole

No engineer-speak (except for technical terms). No bureaucratic jargon.
Avoid noun strings and empty phrases.
Examples:
Washbasin-related products
Place your order today!
And much more
The heavy-duty button has proven its durability under the most demanding test conditions
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The AXOR brand name
AXOR is written in uppercase letters
The word following AXOR is not connected with a hyphen

Examples:

AXOR designer
AXOR website
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Collection names / Product names
In collection names, the designer’s name is typeset in mixed letters. It is not separated or wrapped.

Examples:

AXOR Citterio E
AXOR Montreux

To improve readability, and where it makes sense, product names are
linked together
Examples:

AXOR Starck V single-lever washbasin mixer 140 with glass spout
AXOR Starck electronic washbasin mixer with temperature regulation

Numbers one to twelve are written as words, numbers from 13 onward as
numerals
Examples:

AXOR Massaud 4-hole rim mounted bath mixer
AXOR Starck Organic two-handle washbasin mixer

Sizes are generally written without the mm suffix.
Examples:

AXOR Shower Heaven 970 x 970, with light
Single-lever washbasin mixer 90 for hand washbasins
AXOR Starck towel holder 600
AXOR Urquiola sink, 1800 x 1800, freestanding

Additional product specifications are listed individually, and therefore
separated by a comma
Single-lever washbasin mixer 90 for hand washbasins, with lever handle, without pull-rod
AXOR Starck single-lever washbasin mixer 80 for hand washbasins, with lever handle
AXOR Starck 1jet showerhead 24 x 24, with ceiling mount
AXOR Citterio M showerpipe with surface-mounted thermostat, showerhead, 3jet hand shower, shower hose and holder
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AXOR Starck towel holder 600
AXOR Starck toilet brush holder, wall-mounted version
AXOR Urquiola washbasin 625, wall-mounted
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Web address
The URL is always written in its generic .com version. Country-specific domain extensions are not to be used.

www.axor-design.com
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Designers
AXOR collaborates with the most renowned designers in the world. Our relationship with our design partners can be explained in different ways,
depending on the communication level.

a. At the image level
Example:
And that’s why AXOR is more than just part of the Avantgarde. AXOR is the ultimate. With this aspiration in mind, we develop, design and produce
taps, showers and accessories. For bathrooms and kitchens. With the world’s most renowned designers.
Without compromises in quality. Full of pioneering innovations. In perfection.

Where this text is used:
Catalogue
Website
Kitchen brochures

Example:

AXOR collaborates with the most renowned designers in the world, such as Philippe Starck, Antonio Citterio, Jean-Marie Massaud, Barber & Osgerby,
Front, Nendo, Phoenix Design, Patricia Urquiola, Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec, Werner Aisslinger, GamFratesi und David Adjaye.

Where this text is used:
PR-materials

b. At the inspiration and information levels
The name of the design partner is listed at the end of a collection text, using the following format:

Design: Name of design partner

Example:

Design: Philippe Starck

Where this text is used:
Introductory collection brochures
At the product level

c. At the information level
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For collections: a brief description of the designer and an explanation as to why AXOR chose them for this collaboration.

Example:

AXOR Starck
Created by AXOR in collaboration with Philippe Starck. The indefatigable free spirit. The constant source of amazement. The man who makes us stop
and think. With whom, two decades ago, we created a milestone in bathroom design.
The French interior designer and designer was born in 1949 in Paris. In 1979 he founded the company Starck Products. Aside from AXOR, Philippe
works with international partners such as Kartell, Alessi, Duravit, Driade, Fossil und Cassina. In collaboration with the brand Yoo, he is breaking new
ground in hotel design.

Where this text is used:
PoS
Trade fairs
Events
Training
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Innovative technologies
CoolStart Technology:
In the neutral handle position, cold water flows automatically

Select Technology:
The select button: to adjust the water flow in the shower or turn the mixer on and off.

Eco-Smart Technology:
Mixers and showerheads use up to 60% less water than conventional alternatives.

AirPower Technology:
The water is enriched with air, producing drops that land gently on the skin – fuller, softer and lighter.

QuickClean Technology:
Rubbing over the flexible silicon buttons to remove calcium deposits quickly and easily.

Where these texts are used:
Product texts
E-commerce texts
AXOR website
PR-texts
Catalogue
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Keywords
AXOR embodies perfection in design, in technology, in every detail. We use these keywords with great emphasis and sincerity. This list is dynamic
and will be expanded over time.

Perfect
Perfection
Design object
Design partner
Individualised
Individuality
Accomplishment
Achievement
Ground-breaking
Avantgarde
Pioneer
Innovation
Innovative
Exclusive
Unique
Uncompromising
Consistent
Radical
Demanding
Trendsetter
Timeless
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Terms and concepts to avoid
Any word that is inconsistent with AXOR’s brand image, and is not a designated technical term, should be avoided. (This rule does not apply to SEO
copy on the AXOR website).

Instead of lamp, use light
Instead of tap, use mixer
Instead of bathtub, use bath
Instead of luxury, use perfection
Instead of follow, use define
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AXOR Touchpoints
Our design pursues the aspiration “Form Follows Perfection”: From the title page of the catalogue
to the last page of the brochure. The Ulm school is the example and source of inspiration for our
design. It stands for “less is more”. For this reason, AXOR’s design is functional and minimalistic.
Reduction, not decoration.

The AXOR corporate design guidelines have been developed to help leverage and build the AXOR brand
worldwide. Implementing the guidelines in each local market requires judgement and common sense.
Consistent compliance with these guidelines will serve to strengthen consumer awareness of AXOR.
All AXOR tools produced locally should be sent to AXOR Brand Marketing for approval prior to actual
printing or production. The time required to secure approval should be built into the project’s timeline.
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Advertisements
Portrait format
Logo
Black logo, top right, within the print space
Logo file “AXOR_Logo_up_to_DIN_A4”
Image size 1:1;
logo width included protected space 63 mm

Headline
The claim is placed on two lines
Futura TOT Light, font colour black
left-aligned
14 pt. line spacing 17 pt.
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 225

Image motif
Focus image placed in a defined image size and
always surrounded by a white area
Image size width: 8 columns, height 41 lines

Copy with url
Short copy text on the brand and product
Futura TOT Light, font colour black
left-aligned
11 pt. line spacing 12 pt.
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 15

AXOR (always in capital letters)
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 85
Advertisement format A 4 (based on
brochure grid A 4, see p. 56)

Samples
KEY MESSAGE 2020 INDVIDUALIZATION

KEY MESSAGE 2019 INDVIDUALIZATION

AXOR Edge

AXOR MyEdition
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MESSAGE AVANT-GARDISM

MESSAGE SHOWERCOMPETENCE

AXOR Starck V

AXOR Showers
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Landscape format
Logo
Black logo, top right
Logo file “AXOR_Logo_up_to_DIN_A4”
Image size 71 %

Headline
The claim is placed on one line
Futura TOT Light, font colour black
left-aligned
14 pt. line spacing 17 pt.
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 225

Image motif
Focus image placed in a defined image size and
always surrounded by a white area
Motif in landscape format
Image size width: 8 columns, height 15,5 lines

Copy with url
Short copy text on the brand and product
Futura TOT Light, font colour black
left-aligned
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8 pt. line spacing 14 pt.
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 15
AXOR (always in capital letters)
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 85
Advertisement format A 5 landscape
format

Samples

Ordering AXOR advertisements
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Invitation In Portrait Format
Title Page

Invitation format A 5 Portrait format, title page

Invitation format A 5 Portrait format, title page with black-on-black motif
arrangement

Logo
White logo, top right
Logo file “AXOR_Logo_up_to_DIN_A4”
Image size 71 %

Title and claim
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Title (always in capital letters), right-aligned
Futura TOT Light, SILVER Pantone 877 C
(Colour corresponding to the category, see p. 35)
Outline thickness 0.03 pt.
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 230
Claim (always in capital letters), right-aligned
Futura TOT Light, font colour white
Outline colour white, outline thickness 0.03 pt.
11 pt. line spacing 17 pt.
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 230

Logo
Logo placement within the print space
Spacing to the right upper print space 1.5 x

Print space
Print space with margins 7.5 mm

Column grid
6 columns of 19,6 mm width each
Column spacing 3 mm

Baseline grid
Start at 7.5 mm, relative to the top edge of the page
Division every 17 pt

Title and claim
Title and claim are placed right-aligned to the logo.
A manual visual justification must be completed for
corners and rounded parts of letters and numbers.
The typography is placed on the baseline grid.

Page Structure
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Headline
Futura TOT Light, font colour black
left-aligned
14 pt. line spacing 17 pt.
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 225

Copy bilingual
Futura TOT Light, font colour black (first language)
Futura TOT Light, font colour black 70 % (second language)
left-aligned
11 pt. line spacing 17 pt.
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 10
AXOR (always in capital letters)
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 80

Headquarter adress
Futura TOT Light, font colour white
left-aligned
Outline colour white, outline thickness 0.03 pt
8 pt, line spacing 14 pt
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 18
AXOR (always in capital letters)
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 90
The bottom line (URL) is set on the baseline grid.
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Invitation in Landscape Format
Title Page
Logo
White logo, top right
Logo file “AXOR_Logo_up_to_DIN_A4”
Image size 71 %
Logo placement within the print space
Spacing to the right upper print space 1.5 x

Title and claim
Title (always in capital letters), right-aligned
Futura TOT Light, SILVER Pantone 877 C
(Colour corresponding to the category, see p. 35)
Outline thickness 0.03 pt
14 pt, line spacing 17 pt
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 230
Claim (always in capital letters), right-aligned
Futura TOT Light, font colour white
Outline colour white, outline thickness 0.03 pt.
11 pt. line spacing 17 pt.
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 230

Print space
Print space with margins 7.5 mm

Column grid
6 columns of 19.6 mm width each
Column spacing 3 mm

Baseline grid
Start at 7.5 mm, relative to the top edge of the page
Division every 17 pt

Title and claim
Title and claim are placed right-aligned to the logo.
A manual visual justification must be completed for
corners and rounded parts of letters and numbers.
The typography is placed on the baseline grid.

Structure
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Inviation grid DIN A 5 (information in mm)

Inside Pages
Copy bilingual
Futura TOT Light, font colour black (first language)
Futura TOT Light, font colour black 70 % (second language)
left-aligned
11 pt, line spacing 17 pt
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 10
AXOR (always in capital letters)
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 80

Headline
Futura TOT Light, font colour black
left-aligned
26 pt, line spacing 34 pt
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 225
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Back Page
Headquarter adress
Futura TOT Light, font colour white
left-aligned
Outline colour white, outline thickness 0.03 pt.
8 pt. line spacing 14 pt.
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 18
AXOR (always in capital letters)
Balance: Visual, character spacing: 90
The bottom line (URL) is set on the baseline grid.
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Banner
Logo
“AXOR_Logo_larger_than_DIN_A4”
The protected space around the logo
must be observed in every case.

AXOR is only used on banners in three different categories:
1. Logo + URL
2. Logo + claim + URL
3. Logo + Black-on-black image + URL
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PowerPoint Templates
Download

Image

AXOR_PPT_template_4_3.
potx

ATTENTION
The preview doesn't show the correct type font. If you download the template the right type font is integrated in the
document.
AXOR_PPT_template_16_9.
potx

ATTENTION
The preview doesn't show the correct type font. If you download the template the right type font is integrated in the
document.
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Word Templates
Download

Image

AXOR_Word_templat
e_portrait.dotx
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AXOR_Word_templat
e_lanscape.dotx
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